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Fix A Home Annual Report 2016-17
Background
Fix a Home is a listed trader scheme that has been in operation since February 2009
and is run in partnership with DMBC & Age UK Dudley.
In 2016, 118 traders were listed with 40 traders choosing to be entered in two
different categories. The annual charge for inclusion on the list in 2016-17 was £90
for one entry and £110 for two entries.
In all, including the seven new traders, the scheme included 158 entries over 17
different categories to include Building carpentry & general maintenance, Gardening,
Mobility aids and adaptations to name just a few.
2016-17 Scheme finance arrangements
In 2016/17 Dudley council were responsible for 50% of costs associated with printing
of the booklet together with reply envelope costing totalling £1792.50.
All income generated by the subscription fees was paid to Age UK Dudley, who were
responsible for the general administration of the scheme in 2016 to include collection
of fees and general overall administration of the scheme.
2017 The new arrangements
In 2016 a review of the partnership arrangements took place whereby it was
accepted that the costs of running the scheme should be recovered on a cost
recovery basis from the fees set for traders for their annual membership. The fees
for 2017-18 and 2018-19 have been set by Dudley MBC Decision Sheet (ref
PPL/46/2016 which is produced as Appendix I). It was agreed that Dudley MBC
would pay to Age UK Dudley an annual sum of £4000 to cover their costs in carrying
out its roles and responsibilities.
In 2017 106 traders are listed with 29 traders choosing to be entered in two different
categories. The annual charge for inclusion on the list in 2017 was £150 for one
entry and £185 for two entries.
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Review of Complaint activity 2016/17.
A total of 8 complaints were raised by customers, using the Fix-A-Home scheme,
against a listed trader for the 2016/17 period.
Table 1 contains the work classification and the amount of complaints received for
undertaking that type of work.

Work Type

Building, Carpentry and General Property
Maintenance
Roofing
Plumbing, Heating and Drainage
Hard Landscaping and Driveway Services
Gardening

Number of
Complaints
Raised per Work
Type
2
2
2
1
1
Table 1: Complaints Received per Work Type



Most complaints were jointly raised against work undertaken for ‘Building,
Carpentry and General Property Maintenance’, ‘Roofing’ and ‘Plumbing ,
Heating and Drainage’.

The reasons for customer complaints against traders were raised for a number of
reasons which are collated in Table 2.
NB: some complaints contained multiple reasons.
Reason for Complaint
Unsatisfactory work
Trader attitude/behaviour
Overcharged
Payment issue
Paperwork unclear
Unauthorised photography of
works/property

Number of
Complaints Citing
this Reason
6
1
1
1
1
1

Table 2: Reason(s) for Making Trader Complaint



The reason for making a customer complaint most frequently cited
unsatisfactory workmanship.
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The final action or disposal undertaken to conclude the complaint is summarised in
Table 3.
Final Action in Response to Customer
Complaint
Remedial works undertaken to customer
satisfaction
Code of Practice compliance letter sent to
trader
Officer Caution and removal from Fix-AHome scheme
No further action (trader ceased trading)
No further action (negotiation)
No fault found

Number of
Complaints
Concluded via
This Action
2
2
1
1
1
1

Table 3: Final action/disposal undertaken to conclude complaint.



Most complaints were concluded by way of arranging remedial works to the
customer’s satisfaction (2) or by sending a Code of Practice compliance letter
to the trader (2).



One trader was removed from the Fix-A-Home scheme and subsequently
received an Officer Caution.



One trader ceased trading during the complaint investigation and ceased
subscription to the Fix-A-Home scheme as a result.

Possible scheme improvements
At the time of writing the report 10 traders have expressed a wish to be entered on
the scheme and would ordinarily have to wait for inclusion in the new brochure. In
order to maximise entries consideration could be given to a half year entry at a
reduced rate as the entry could only be added on line and cover a period of six
months. This is something that could be considered for the financial year 2018-19.
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Audit recommendations
As a result of an internal DMBC audit that took place in 2016 a new Fix A Home
Code of practice has been completed dated December 2016. All traders joining the
scheme or renewing membership are required to sign and return the traders
agreement that confirms an understanding and an agreement to comply with the
code of practice. A copy of the Code of Practice together with the Trader’s
Agreement is produced as Appendix II & III respectively.
At the time of audit there was no formal partnership agreement in place for the
delivery and governance of the scheme. A formal partnership agreement covering
governance arrangements and roles of responsibilities of the parties has now been
formalised. A copy of The Partnership Agreement is produced as Appendix IV. The
audit findings also suggested that a review of returned satisfaction surveys take
place; as such the remaining report covers this recommendation.

Survey Analysis 16/17
1. Key Facts

Key Facts


72 survey forms were received back from customers during the
year.



The scheme was most often used in Brierley Hill, Kingswinford South
and Norton.(NB this is only based on returned surveys.)



95.9% of people rated their trader as good or excellent.



82% of those surveyed agreed or strongly agreed the scheme
provided them with more confidence in choosing traders.



96% of all respondents felt the scheme was useful or very useful.
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2. Work Undertaken
2.1 By Ward (NB only based on returned surveys.)
Figure 1 shows the breakdown of work undertaken through the Fix-A-Home scheme
by electoral ward within the Dudley Borough. Where work was done on properties
outside the borough, these are grouped together as a single category (‘out of
borough’).

No. of Jobs

In which areas was work undertaken?
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Electoral Ward
Figure 1: Jobs undertaken by electoral ward



The most popular areas within Dudley in which traders from the scheme were
utilised was Brierley Hill (7 jobs or 10%), Kingswinford South (6 jobs or 8%)
and Norton (5 jobs or 7%).



A significant amount of work undertaken by traders through the Fix-A-Home
scheme was done on properties outside the Dudley borough (8 jobs or 11%).
This included Sandwell, South Staffs and also a single instance in
Nottingham.
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Figure 2 below maps the geographical locations of total work undertaken within
Dudley and the number of occurrences at each household.

Figure 2: Geographical mapping of work undertaken
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2.2 By Type
Figure 3 illustrates the work undertaken grouped by job category. These groups are
taken directly from the Fix-A-Home scheme listings. (NB only based on returned
surveys.)

Which types of work were undertaken?
No. of Jobs

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Type of Work
Figure 3 Jobs undertaken categorised by type of work



The majority of traders from the scheme were employed to undertake work
relating to plumbing, heating and drainage (25 jobs or 35%).



The other most frequently required work was roofing (13 jobs or 18%),
electrical (9 jobs or 13%) and painting and decorating (8 jobs or 11%).



‘Other types of work’ comprised of ‘Domestic Cleaning and Help’, ‘Flooring,
Upholstery and Soft Furnishings’, ‘Domestic Appliances and IT installation
and Repairs’, ‘Specialist Trades’ and ‘Windows and Doors’ and were
aggregated at 5 total jobs (7%).



There was no work undertaken for the survey period for the purposes of
‘Architectural Services’, ‘Hard Landscaping and Driveway Services’, ‘Mobility
Aids and Adaptations’ and ‘Plastering and Tiling’.
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3. Trader Performance and Quality
Table 1 below contains a summary of the responses regarding questions on trader
quality and performance.
Response
Question

Yes

No

N/A

Were you charged the agreed price?

68 (94.4%)

2* (2.8%)

2 (2.8%)

Did they give you an itemised receipt?

50 (69.4%)

9** (12.5%)

13 (18.1%)

Was the agreed date/time kept to?

68 (94.4%)

1 (1.4%)

3 (4.2%)

Was the work carried out to your satisfaction?

70 (97.2%)

1 (1.4%)

1 (1.4%)

Were they polite and helpful?

70 (97.2%)

1 (1.4%)

1 (1.4%)

Was your property left clean and tidy after the work?
If any problems were found when they had finished, were
they corrected within a reasonable time?

70 (97.2%)

1 (1.4%)

1 (1.4%)

19 (26.4%)

2 (2.8%)

51 (70.8%)

Would you recommend them to your friends?

70 (97.2%)

1 (1.4%)

1 (1.4%)

Would you employ them again?

70 (97.2%)

1 (1.4%)

1 (1.4%)

Table 1: Summary of all survey responses relating to trader quality and performance
* 1 respondent had their price reduced from the initial agreed price but a ‘no’ answer was provided.
** 2 respondents declined the offer of a receipt, but still returned a ‘no’ answer.

Respondents were additionally asked on how they would rate the trader undertaking
the work. These results are found in Table 2 below.
Response
Question
Overall, how would you
rate this trader?

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

Very Poor

N/A

66 (91.7%)

3 (4.2%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

1 (1.4%)

2 (2.8%)

Table 2: Summary of ratings provided for total traders

Please be advised that the trader referenced in the very poor response above
was the trader removed from the scheme. In order to address the lack of an
itemised receipt consideration could be given to issuing a standard letter reminding
fix a home traders of their responsibilities.
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4. Scheme Evaluation
Respondents were asked if the Fix-A-Home scheme increased their confidence in
choosing listed traders to work within their home. The results of this are shown in
Figure 4.

Has a Fix-A-Home scheme given you greater
confidence in choosing traders to undertake
work in your home?

13,(18%)
Strongly Agree
7 (10%)

Agree
52 (72%)

No Response

Figure 4: Respondent confidence in using listed traders



The largest group of 52 respondents (72%) strongly agreed that Fix-A-Home
gave them greater confidence in choosing a trader.



When combined with the second largest group, 59 people (82%) surveyed
agreed or strongly agreed the scheme provided them with more confidence in
choosing traders.



There were no negative responses.
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Appendix I
Proposal to increase charges for businesses to be listed in the Fix a Home
Scheme operated by the Co
Reference: PPL/46/2016
Decision Maker: Councillor Rachel Harris, Cabinet Member for Health and
Wellbeing
Decision
To increase charges for businesses to be listed in the Fix a Home Scheme (FAHS)
operated by the Council and Age UK Dudley.
To set a charge of £150 per listing in one category from 1st January 2017 to 31st
March 2018. The fee to be included in a second category will increase to £35.Then
in April 2018 the annual fee will be raised to £180 with the fee for a second category
remaining at £35.
Background
The FAH Scheme has been running in Dudley in partnership with Age UK Dudley
since Feb 2000. It was accredited by the Local Authority Assured Traders Scheme
Network in November 2006 after an audit inspection of trading standards and
confirmed compliance of the Fix a Home Code of Practice with national
recommended standards.
It currently has 120 scheme members in 19 business categories. Members currently
pay £90 each calendar year to be listed in one category and £20 extra to be listed in
a second category. Current income is therefore £10,800+. This income is currently
collected and retained by Age UK Dudley. Dudley receives no income and pays half
of the printing costs of the trader list booklet. The Council and Age UK Dudley have
held discussions about the future of the project and proposals to increase the
charges to offset the rising costs to both partners.
As a result of these discussions it has been agreed that the Council will run the
scheme, keeping any income generated and guarantee Age UK Dudley an income of
£4,000 based on the partnership continuing and trading standards carrying out all
tasks as we currently do. Age UK Dudley will continue to promote the scheme and
distribute booklets but with trading standards picking up all printing and postage
costs.
The proposal is for the fee to be increased to £150 per listing in one category from
1st January 2017 to 31st March 2018. The fee to be included in a second category
will increase to £35.Then in April 2018 the annual fee will be raised to £180 with the
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fee for a second category remaining at £35. The income in 2017-18 will not cover the
Council’s costs at £150 a trader but by the second year it should start to nearly cover
our costs. It was considered that a doubling of the fee straight away would be
unwelcome for the existing traders so by covering 15 months and stepping up the
fee after the first year may encourage more traders to stay with the scheme.
Finance
The purpose of increasing the charges for listing in the scheme is to ensure full cost
recovery of administrating the scheme. This is a non profit scheme. To ensure that
costs are largely recovered it would require approximately £20,000 (including £4,000
paid to Age UK Dudley) hence it is proposed that a charge of £180 is levied for this
service by 2018/2019.
Assuming 100 companies are listed in the scheme the gross income would be
approximately £15,000 for 2017/2018 rising to £20,000 in 2018/2019 with assumed
membership of 110 companies.
The increase in income relates to MTFS savings.
Legal
Under the Localism Act 2011, local authorities are allowed to charge for things done
under the general power of competence in the following circumstances:
• A service is provided on a non commercial basis by a local authority to a person
who has agreed to the service being provided;
• The service is or could be done using the general power;
• The local authority is not under any statutory duty to provide the service; and
• The local authority does not have any other power to charge for the service.
It is considered that each of these circumstances apply to the Fix a Home scheme
because:
• Operating the scheme can be properly described as a service which a local
authority provides on a non commercial basis with the business operator’s
agreement;
• The Fix a Home scheme is a non-statutory scheme in England, meaning that that
the local authority is under no statutory duty to provide the service; and
• The local authority does not have any other power to charge a business operator
for a listing in the scheme.
Section 3 of the Localism Act 2011 states that the general power is subject to a duty
to secure that, taking one financial year with another, the income from charges does
not exceed the cost of provision.
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Equality Impact
This decision does not have any adverse impact on protected groups and does not
conflict with the Council’s policy on equality.
Authorised by
Councillor Rachel Harris, Cabinet Member for Health and Wellbeing (in consultation
with Tony Oakman, Strategic Director People)
Date: Wednesday 28th December 2016
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Appendix II
1.00

Fix A Home Code of Practice

1.01

The Fix A Home approved trader scheme is run jointly by Dudley Trading
Standards and Age UK Dudley. Appropriate personnel, drawn from each of
these organisations, form the partnership management group who are
responsible for administering and developing the Fix A Home scheme. The
scheme was launched in February 2000.

1.02

This code of practice sets out the way in which the Fix A Home scheme is
administered and the rules that businesses must agree to follow to be
included on the list.

1.03

This code of practice will be provided to each scheme member and will be
made available to homeowners upon request, either via the Fix A Home
website or by telephoning the number given in the hard copy version of the
list.

2.00

Purpose

2.01

The aim of the scheme is to benefit both homeowners and businesses. It
gives homeowners access to good, reliable and competent traders who will do
a good job, at a fair (although not subsidised) price at an agreed time and
enables reputable businesses to build their client base and prosper.

2.02

The Fix A Home list is intended to include businesses who provide services
to repair, maintain or modernise homes.

3.00

Membership

3.01

Membership of the Fix A Home scheme is open to any small business within
the Dudley borough, engaged in providing a service to maintain, repair or
update homes, provided they can demonstrate that their business has been
established with a satisfactory trading record for a period of at least 12
months, has adequate public liability insurance, and otherwise is prepared to
meet the requirements of this code of practice.

4.00

The Recruitment Process

4.01

Businesses may apply to be included on the Fix A Home list or may be
recommended by their customers. All potential scheme members will be
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required to complete an application form, the details of which will be checked
against information available to Dudley Trading Standards by reference to:





The Dudley Trading Standards traders’ database.
The Citizens Advice Consumer Service central database
The National Trading Standards Sanctions Information Database
The Financial Services Register of Authorised Providers of Consumer
Credit
Such other records as may seem appropriate.

4.02

In addition membership of any trade organisation will be checked together
with at least three references provided by previous customers.

4.03

The recruitment process will be completed by an interview between the
prospective scheme members and the partnership management group.

5.00

Legal Responsibilities

5.01

The proprietors of businesses listed on the scheme must ensure that they and
any employees, understand the requirements of this code of practice and any
legal responsibilities that relate to the operation of the business.

5.02

Where appropriate, businesses must provide relevant and effective training to
their employees and agree to provide evidence of such training, when
requested, to the partnership management group.

5.03

In certain cases, the partnership management group may arrange for
information and advice, as appropriate, to be provided to businesses and their
employees, on the operation of the scheme or legislation changes relevant to
the business operation.

6.00

Special Conditions

6.01

Scheme members must sign and accept the Fix A Home trader agreement
(attached as appendix A). This should be signed and returned to Trading
Standards, together with proof of adequate public liability insurance and
evidence of registration or membership of an advertised trade body, on an
annual basis .

6.02

Scheme members must not engage in or use high-pressure selling techniques
or anything that might be construed as a high- pressure selling technique.
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6.03 Scheme members must provide homeowners with written contracts for goods
or services to be supplied. When drawing up contracts scheme members
must comply with the Consumer Rights Act 2015. For information on Unfair
Terms in Consumer Contracts please see
http://www.businesscompanion.info/en/quick-guides/consumercontracts#Unfaircontractterms
6.04

Scheme members must ensure that their advertising complies with any
relevant code of practices including:




The Committees of Advertising (CAP) UK Advertising Codes
OFCOM Broadcasting Codes
PhonepayPlus, the UK regulator for content, goods and services
charged to a phone bill
Any other relevant code of advertising

Together with all other relevant statutory requirements.
6.05

Scheme members must agree with homeowners, in writing, if
requested:
 The start date for any work to be carried out
 The completion date for any work to be carried out
And notify homeowners, as early as possible, if any of these dates are
delayed.
Homeowners must be made aware of: the cost of any “call out” charge
 the amount of any advance payments required
All prices must include VAT and any other non-optional charges.

6.06

Scheme members must ensure that homeowners are provided with suitably
detailed pre-contract information in accordance with the Consumer Contracts
(Information, Cancellation and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013, which
must include: your name, address and telephone number
 details of work to be undertaken
 the cost of the work to be undertaken
 information about the consumer’s right to cancel the contract and a
cancellation form
For further advice contact Dudley Trading Standards.

6.07

Scheme members must comply with all relevant legal requirements and civil
law obligations.
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7.00

After Sales Service / Guarantees

7.01

Scheme members must accept that they are responsible if a component, that
they have supplied, fails in service within a reasonable period of time and that
it is for them to resolve complaints with their suppliers (or to pursue matters
under guarantee). This responsibility cannot, under the terms of this code, be
transferred to the homeowner.

7.02

If a scheme member offers any form of ongoing maintenance contract,
following the installation of any goods, it must be made clear to the
homeowner that they are under no obligations to accept.

8.00

Dealing with Vulnerable Homeowners

8.01

The purpose of the Fix-a-Home Scheme is primarily to support older and
more vulnerable homeowners in selecting a trader, as such Scheme members
must ensure when dealing with vulnerable homeowners, particularly the
elderly, that specific appointments are made, by telephone, prior to visiting (it
may be appropriate to make an appointment with a relative or friend of the
homeowner and to arrange for them to be present during the visit)

8.02

Special care must be taken to ensure that vulnerable homeowners
understand the price and details of any work to be undertaken.

9.00

Complaints about Scheme Members

9.01

All complaints about scheme members will be investigated within 28 days of
being raised by a homeowner. Where necessary a visit will be made to
examine the subject of the complaint. A range of sanctions are available in
the case of a complaint being considered justified including:





An informal advisory discussion with the business
A formal letter of warning to the business
The imposition of certain conditions on the business if their name
is to be included on the Fix A Home list.
Removal of the business from the scheme.
Investigation and further formal enforcement action in accordance with
Dudley Trading Standards’ enforcement policy.

The conclusion of any investigation arising from a complaint will be confirmed
to the complainant and scheme member, in writing.
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10.00 Dealing with Complaints
10.01 Scheme members are expected to deal with all “complaints”, whether about
the standard of their work or about goods that they have supplied in the
course of their work, within a reasonable time and in a courteous manner.
10.02 An initial response must be made to any complaint within five working days.
10.03 Where it has not been possible to resolve a complaint within one month, the
scheme member must offer to refer the complaint to Dudley Trading
Standards to assist in reaching a solution. However, complaints may be
referred to Dudley Trading Standards at any time by either the business or the
homeowner.
10.04 Scheme members must co-operate with Dudley Trading Standards Service
and any other appropriate intermediary to attempt to resolve any complaint.
Dudley Trading Standards will give as much help as possible to resolve
complaints by negotiation or mediation and offering advice about the civil law
to both parties.
10.05 If a satisfactory conclusion cannot be reached, the agreement of the
homeowner and the business will be sought for the use of a mutually agreed
adjudication scheme or independent expert. Any cost for this will be shared
equally between both parties who must agree to accept the results of the
adjudication. Where not agreed or where not available either party may
decide to take the matter to the appropriate civil court.
10.06 Whilst a complaint is being investigated by Dudley Trading Standards, the
trader concerned is deemed suspended from the Fix-a-Home Scheme and as
such must not provide quotations or undertake work for any homeowners
where contact is made via the Fix-a-Home Scheme. Suspensions will be
authorised by a Principal Trading Standards Officer and a letter will be sent to
the trader outlining the circumstances.
10.07 Complaints which necessitate investigation by Trading Standards may result
in the trader being permanently excluded from the Scheme.
11.00 Refusal to include on Fix A Home List
11.01 Any business who is refused inclusion on the Fix A Home list will be informed
in writing and may appeal against the decision of the partnership
management group. Such appeal must be in writing and sent to the Head of
Environmental Health & Trading Standards, Dudley MBC, 4 Ednam Road,
Dudley, DY1 1HL who will investigate and consult with the Chief Officer of
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Age UK Dudley. After considering the grounds for appeal they may require
the partnership management group to admit the business onto the Fix A
Home list or require that the business be admitted subject to certain
conditions. The appeals process will take no longer than 28 days and the
result will be confirmed in writing.
12.00 Promotion of the Fix A Home Scheme
12.01 The Fix A Home scheme will be, as far as is reasonably practical, promoted
by the partnership management group.
12.02 Businesses may include the words “A member of the Fix A Home approved
trader scheme” or similar on any documentation or advertising, but must not
include any words suggesting that the business is recommended by either
Dudley Council, Dudley Trading Standards or Age UK.
13.00 Performance Monitoring
13.01 Ongoing performance monitoring of scheme members will be undertaken by
the partnership management group. This will include:


A review of customer satisfaction returns
Random (but regular) follow up calls to customers

13.02 The partnership management group will hold at least an annual review
meeting to consider the ongoing development of the scheme including any
feedback from homeowners or businesses via:



customer satisfaction questionnaires
trader satisfaction questionnaires
or any other means

13.04 Businesses will receive a copy of this code of practice which will also be made
available, upon request, to any customer and published on the Fix A Home
website.
13.05 Promotional leaflets may be developed, these will include reference to the Fix
A Home website.
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Appendix III
Dudley Trading Standards & Age UK Dudley
Fix A Home Scheme
Trader’s Agreement


I have Public Liability Insurance to an appropriate level.



I give free written quotes.



I am reliable, returning all calls within reasonable timescales and ensuring that
clients are aware of when I am visiting and informing them of any change of
plan. I let clients know when I am realistically going to be able to undertake
the work.



I will inform Trading Standards immediately of any changes made to my
details.



I investigate complaints, endeavouring to resolve them to the customer’s
satisfaction.



I have a clear call out charge for emergencies and always inform clients of
this before visiting.



I provide written contracts for goods or services supplied which incorporates
pre-contract information in accordance with the Consumer Contracts
(Information and Additional Charges) Regulations 2013.



I provide receipts for all work carried out.



I ensure that no person is discriminated against with regard to race, sex or
disability.



I have read, understand and agree to comply with the Fix A Home code of
practice.



I understand that failure to comply with the terms and condition set out in the
Code of Practice may result in termination of my membership of the Fix-aHome Scheme.

Name:

Signed:
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Date:

Appendix IV

Partnership Agreement

between

Dudley MBC Trading Standards

and

Age UK Dudley

For delivery of the Fix A Home Scheme
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1.0

Introduction & Background

1.1

Dudley Fix A Home trader scheme has been delivered for a number of years in
successful partnership between Dudley MBC Trading Standards service and Age UK
Dudley. The scheme provides a list, updated annually, of local tradesmen who have
been vetted to ensure compliance with the scheme Code of Practice, aimed to
enhance consumer confidence in selecting reliable local traders and raising customer
service standards.

1.2

The Code of Practice lays down requirements that traders must meet in order to be
accepted onto the scheme and covers the recruiting and vetting processes and
complaint procedures. It is not intended that the Code of Practice requirements will
be repeated in the Partnership Agreement. The Code of Practice is reviewed
annually and all listed traders are required to sign the trader’s agreement in the Code
of Practice on an annual basis.

2.0

Aim of the Partnership Agreement





To formalise the partnership arrangements between Dudley MBC and Age UK
Dudley.
To provide for the governance and management arrangements for the
scheme at both strategic and operational level, hence clarifying roles and
responsibilities.
To provide the framework for the ongoing resourcing, review and monitoring
of the scheme.

3.0

Lead officers

3.1

The officers with overall responsibility for entering into the Partnership Agreement
and for strategic lead for their respective organisations are:



3.2

For Dudley MBC Trading Standards- the Head of Environmental Health &
Trading Standards
For Age UK Dudley, its Chief Executive.

Each partner will appoint a Lead Officer for the Fix A Home scheme and the Lead
Officers will form the partnership management group, co-opting additional staff as
deemed necessary from their respective organisations to assist in the delivery of the
scheme. The Lead Officer for Dudley MBC will be a Principal Trading Standards
Officer, or in their absence, the Public Protection Manager (Food and Consumer
Safety). The Lead Officer for Age UK Dudley will be the Lead Staysafe and Small
Tasks Project officer.
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4.0

Resourcing the Fix A Home scheme

4.1

Each partner agrees to provide the staff resources necessary to deliver the roles and
responsibilities detailed in section 5 below.

4.2

It is accepted by the partners that the costs of running the Fix A Home scheme need to
be recovered on a cost recovery basis from the fees set for traders for their annual
membership of the scheme. The fees for 2017-18 and 2018-19 have been set by
Dudley MBC Decision Sheet (Ref PPL/46/2016) following discussion between the
partners. Fees for subsequent years will be determined on an annual basis, taking into
account the costs incurred in running the scheme, and following consultation between
the partners.

4.3

It is agreed that Dudley MBC will pay to Age UK Dudley an annual sum of £4,000 to
cover Age UK Dudley’s costs in carrying out its roles and responsibilities detailed in
section 5 below. This figure will be subject to review and further agreement by both
partners from 2019-20.

5.0

Roles and Responsibilities

5.1

Dudley MBC Trading Standards will be responsible for the following roles in delivery of
the Fix A Home Scheme:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)

(viii)
(ix)
(x)

(xi)

Invoicing of traders and collection of all trader fees due.
Vetting of traders by the methods detailed in the Code of Practice.
Dealing with appeals against refusal to admit a trader into the scheme (subject
to all such cases being consulted on with Age UK Dudley).
The investigation of all complaints about listed traders.
Consulting with Age UK Dudley where a trader is to be suspended or removed
from the scheme.
Receiving all consumer satisfaction survey responses and analysing and
collating the information received.
The annual collection from listed traders of their signed Trader’s Agreement and
supporting documentation, e.g. public liability certificate, trade association
membership etc.
Updating the brochure annually and payment for the brochures upon printing.
Distribution of the brochures at events etc and upon consumer request,
including all postage costs.
Drafting of the annual report of the scheme to include the number and type of
traders, trader performance and feedback, consumer satisfaction, resources,
any issues and publicity during the year and any development necessary for the
scheme going forward. The final report would be agreed by both partners and
signed off by the strategic lead officers as detailed in paragraph 3.1.
All other administration of the scheme.
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5.2

Age UK Dudley will be responsible for the following roles:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Promotion of the scheme to Age UK Dudley customers and enquiries and at
Age UK Dudley events.
Distribution of the brochures from Age UK outlets and upon request when
customers are visited at home. Enquiries to send the brochure by post would be
referred to Trading Standards.
Attending an annual review meeting to discuss performance of the scheme prior
to the annual report being drafted.
Attending and participating in the scheduled interviews of new traders applying
to be accepted into the scheme.
To be consulted on decisions to refuse admission to the scheme and to
suspend or remove traders from the scheme.
To be consulted on about any required changes to the Code of Practice.

6.0

Publicity for the Fix A Home Scheme

6.1

Both partners agree to consult with each other prior to any planned publicity of the
scheme, e.g. press releases or other media opportunities. Both partners agree to
acknowledge the other partner in any publicity material.

7.0

Sharing and handling of data

7.1

Each partner shall, when it obtains access to Personal Data (as defined in the Data
Protection Act 1998) obtained by or in the possession of the other partner, commits to
its employees duly observing all their obligations under the Data Protection Act 1998
which arise in connection with this Partnership Agreement.

7.2

Except as required by the law, the partners agree at all times during the continuance of
this Partnership Agreement and after its termination to keep confidential all documents
or papers which one Partner receives or otherwise acquired in connection with the
other and which are marked “Commercial - in confidence” or such other similar words
signifying that they should not be disclosed.

7.3

Each partner agrees that where a Freedom of Information Act request is received by
their organisation about the Fix A Home scheme, that the other partner will be
informed and the matter discussed prior to the release of the requested information.

8.0 Review of Partnership Agreement
8.0

The partners agree to review the Partnership Agreement at least once every two
years. This does not preclude more frequent reviews where a need is identified by
either partner. Any changes agreed will be approved in writing by the strategic lead
officers as detailed in paragraph 3.1.
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9.0

Disputes and Termination

9.1

Should either partner have concerns that the other partner is failing to exercise any of
its obligations under this Partnership Agreement it will immediately raise concerns
without delay to the strategic lead officers for resolution.

9.2

In the event that either partner wishes to terminate the Partnership Agreement,
consideration will be given to the impact this would have on the other partner and
every effort made by both partners to resolve any dispute. Both partners agree to
provide at least 3 months written notice to the other partner of intention to terminate
the Partnership Agreement, such notice to expire at the end of a financial year.

Signed on behalf of Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council
Name:

Title:

Nick Powell

Head of Environmental Health & Trading Standards

Date: 28th February 2017

Signed on behalf of Age UK Dudley
Name:

Mark Thomas

M S Thomas.

Title:

Deputy Chief Executive

Date. 1st March 2017
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